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TO: Standing Committee of Council on City Services and Budgets 

FROM: General Manager of Engineering Services 
In Consultation with the Director of Planning 

SUBJECT: Open Streets Program 

 
RECOMMENDATION 

A. THAT Council approve the following proposed 2011 Open Streets activations and 
funding in the amount of $650,000 (with $350,000 from the Olympic Legacy 
Reserve and $300,000 from the 2011 Engineering operating budget), as 
described in the report, including; 
i. Summer Spaces; and 
ii. Rediscover Granville Street.  
 

B. THAT Council support on-going seasonal closures of Granville Street to all 
vehicles to preserve quality of public space, subject to discussions with 
TransLink and other key stakeholders. 

 
C. THAT staff report back as part of the 2012 operating budget recommendations 

for Open Streets program funding.  These costs would be estimated at 
$650,000.   

 
GENERAL MANAGER'S COMMENTS 

The General Manager of Engineering Services recommends approval of the foregoing. 
 
COUNCIL POLICY 

There is a history of policy frameworks that support Open Streets including the 1997 
Transportation Plan and the definition of Social Sustainability adopted by Council in 2005.  
In December 2008, Council passed a motion for a three month Sunday car-free street 
initiative to take place in three Vancouver commercial districts. 
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In October 2009, Council received the Mayor’s Greenest City Action Team’s strategy Vancouver 
2020 A Bright Green Future which encourages the City to explore opportunities to re-imagine 
its public spaces in new and innovative ways. 
 
In February 2010 Council instructed staff to refine the Summer Spaces trial initiative and 
prepare a revised Call for Proposals process for Fall 2010 with selected proposals to be 
implemented in Summer 2011. 
 
In March 2010, Council instructed staff to report back on the broad impacts of the Olympic 
and Paralympic Games with recommendations on legacy opportunities in several areas 
including Transportation.  
 
On December 2, 2010 Council discussed and carried a motion to develop a Downtown Public 
Spaces Plan including but not limited to permanent summer pedestrian openings of Granville 
Street, a major public square at 800 Robson Street and temporary weekend closures of Robson 
and Mainland Streets.  
  
SUMMARY 

Council has given staff clear direction for the development of an ongoing Open Streets 
program for the purposes of creating engaging pedestrian-oriented public spaces and a more 
vibrant street culture. As a result, public interest and support around the use of road space as 
temporary or seasonal public space has grown significantly. Over the past two years, the City 
has conducted three public space pilot projects: Summer Spaces 2009, the 2010 Olympic 
Pedestrian Corridors and Rediscover Granville in 2010. The Open Streets program 
recommended in this report supports the upcoming Greenest City Implementation Plan as well 
as the City of Vancouver’s 2010-2020 strategic goal of creating a sustainable, affordable, 
liveable and inclusive city. 
 
PURPOSE 

This report advises Council of the Open Streets program being put forward for 
recommendation for implementation in 2011 and related costs. The report also discusses a 
strategy for developing the program’s funding model for 2012 and beyond.  
 
BACKGROUND 

In December 2008, Council passed a motion for a three month Sunday car-free street 
initiative to take place in three Vancouver commercial districts. Staff investigated and 
reported to Council on March 3, 2009 with various car-free initiative models and preliminary 
feedback from select community organizations. On June 2, 2009 Council approved immediate 
implementation of Summer Spaces car-free trials in four neighbourhoods.  
 
In February 2010, Council received a report on the evaluation of the 2009 Summer Spaces 
trial. Trial results demonstrated strong public support and identified key areas of 
improvement.  At that time, Council instructed staff to refine the Summer Spaces program 
and prepare a revised Call for Proposals process for Fall 2010 with selected proposals to be 
implemented in Summer 2011.  
 
Council approved a motion on April 6, 2010 to refer the issue of opening Robson Street to 
pedestrians on weekends over the summer as part of the Olympic Legacy. With transit service 
scheduled to return to Granville Street after September 6th, 2010, staff identified an 
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opportunity to explore the feasibility of a temporary seasonal pedestrian corridor along 
Granville Street between Smithe and Dunsmuir Streets during the summer of 2010.  
 
Completed Trials 
 
To date, the City has conducted three significant temporary public space trials: 2009 Summer 
Spaces, which focused on weekly Sunday closures in commercial areas; the downtown 
pedestrian corridors trial during the 2010 Winter Olympics; and, 2010 Rediscover Granville, 
which tested the feasibility of a temporary seasonal pedestrian corridor along Granville Street 
between Smithe and Dunsmuir Streets.  
 
Approximate City costs to implement and monitor the 2009 Summer Spaces program (June to 
October) was $200,000 of which approximately 50% funded programming costs and 50% 
funded staff.  In addition, the tight timeline did not allow for adequate planning and an 
additional two staff were seconded for the remainder of 2009 to complete the evaluation and 
report back to Council.  Approximate City costs to implement the 2010 Rediscover Granville 
program (March to October) was $335,000 of which approximately 50% funded programming 
costs and 50% funded staff. As part of the City’s partnership with the DVBIA for the 2010 trial, 
the BIA contributed an additional $175,000 of which 60% supported programming and 40% 
funded BIA staff resources.  
 
In general, trial evaluations have shown that these public space initiatives are popular and 
strongly supported by the public. Key findings from the completed trials are attached as 
Appendix A. 
 
Open Streets Steering Committee 
As a result of the growing public interest in pedestrian-oriented road space, staff formed a 
high level Steering Committee in spring 2010 called Open Streets. The purpose of the 
Committee is to develop a framework for identifying and realizing opportunities for 
reallocating road space as public space. In order to better leverage resources and 
opportunities across the Corporation, the Committee currently includes representatives from 
Planning, Social Policy, Cultural Services, the Vancouver Police Department (VPD) and 
Engineering Services. There is a desire to expand the Steering Committee to also include 
input from Park Board, PNE, and Tourism Vancouver.  
 

DISCUSSION 

The value of public spaces within Vancouver is increasing because of the city’s population 
growth. As a result, there is increasing pressure to give greater consideration to road space as 
an amenity for pedestrian use. Given that approximately 30% of Vancouver’s land is comprised 
of road space, this shift in the value of public spaces has implications on the future of the 
city, particularly in terms of connection, movement and the public realm.  
 
The Open Streets program offers a way for the City to meet the challenge of creating high 
quality public spaces in an increasingly dense urban environment. The program identifies and 
develops opportunities for the strategic reallocation of a variety of road spaces, primarily on  
a temporary or seasonal basis, for the purposes of creating pedestrian-oriented public spaces 
and a more vibrant street culture. To maximize benefits to the community, Open Streets uses 
a cross-departmental approach representing the perspectives of Planning, Social Policy, 
Cultural Services, VPD, and Engineering Services. 
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With its goals of enhancing social sustainability, supporting walking as an attractive 
transportation option, and providing a further draw for tourism, Open Streets is in alignment 
with existing policy directions adopted by Council. In addition, Open Streets initiatives for 
2011 could prove an immediate and valuable opportunity for gathering pedestrian input and 
data for the new Transportation Plan, including the first ever Active Transportation Master 
Plan, the Greenest City Implementation Plan, the proposed Downtown Public Spaces plan and 
other initiatives. The program also supports the City of Vancouver’s 2010-2020 strategic goal 
of creating a sustainable, affordable, liveable and inclusive city. 
 
Moving Forward 
2011 is a critical transition year for the temporary public space initiatives Council has 
directed staff to pilot. Because of the tight timelines and lack of ongoing funding, a limited 
number of staff were temporarily assigned to plan and deliver the Summer Spaces and the 
Rediscover Granville pilots.  A resource approach that considers only one initiative at a time is 
not sustainable over the long term. 
 
A permanent Open Streets program would provide greater continuity in staffing and allow for 
a more comprehensive approach towards temporary space making, which, for 2011, would 
include:   

a) Improvements to the experiential quality of Summer Spaces and Rediscover 
Granville;  

b) Activations under Summers Spaces in multiple neighbourhoods; 
c) Activations of Granville Street between Friday and Sunday, from July to 

September;  
d) An Open Streets launch in early July;  
e) Development of a policy framework that would address the sustainability of 

temporary/seasonal public spaces over time, including the development of 
activation-ready sites for more unexpected expressions of civic pride. A more 
complete discussion of the development of an Open Streets policy framework is 
attached as Appendix B. 

 

Recognizing the tight 2011 timeline, in terms of staff and planning, 800 Robson Street is not 
being put forward for consideration in the 2011 Open Streets Program.   
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
The gross budget for planning, implementing, monitoring and evaluating the 2011 Open 
Streets program, is $867,500. This total includes an anticipated contribution of $42,500 from 
the City’s civic initiatives proposed under its designation as a 2011 Cultural Capitals of 
Canada. The City will be reimbursed through the Federal award program for this amount after 
the initiative’s completion. In addition, the 2011 Open Streets program has already secured 
$175,000 in partnership contributions from the Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement 
Association (DVBIA). 
 
For 2011, it is requested that the remaining funding of $650,000 be transferred from the 
Olympic Legacy Reserve ($350,000), as this program draws on the experiences of 2010 
Olympic Pedestrian Corridors, and 2011 Engineering operating budget ($300,000).  
 
Summer Spaces and Rediscover Granville      $318,000 
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Temporary staff (planning, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation)  $322,000 
Social Enterprise micro-cleaning services      $10,000 
Subtotal           $650,000 
Celebrate 125 (Cultural Capitals of Canada)      $42,500 
Partnership contribution (DVBIA)       $175,000 
Total Gross Budget         $867,500 
 
In 2012, the Open Streets Program will be reviewed as part of the 2012 Operating Budget 
process.  To include Robson Square in the 2012 Open Streets program an additional estimated 
$200,000 would be required. 

 
PERSONNEL IMPLICATIONS 

Temporary full-time staff will be required for the immediate planning and delivery of 2011 
public space initiatives and for the development of a program model that can be sustained 
over the long term. Open Streets staff will be coordinating and working closely with 
community partners to refine, prepare, implement, monitor and evaluate each 2011 
initiative. In addition to delivering the 2011 initiatives, staff will be needed to: conduct a 
review of potential revenue sources in conjunction with options for partnership development, 
identify additional public space opportunities beyond the summer season, and develop a 
framework for annual reporting that charts successes and identifies areas in need of 
improvement.  
 
To deliver high quality public space experiences on a consistent basis, continuity in staffing 
over the coming months is critical. Currently, there are two temporary staff seconded from 
other areas developing the 2011 Open Streets program. This work is currently funded using a 
combination of temporary accounts. Lessons learned over the last two years suggest that a 
multi-disciplinary staff team is needed to fully realize the program’s potential and maximize 
benefits to the community.   
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

Open Streets encourages transportation mode shifts toward more sustainable forms of 
transportation, especially walking, by enhancing the safety, aesthetics and liveability of a 
neighbourhood benefiting the City, residents, businesses and visitors.  
 
 
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

Trial results indicate that a more comprehensive and better coordinated Open Streets 
program could bring benefits, particularly those related to social sustainability, to the 
community. The introduction of high quality, engaging public spaces encourages social 
interaction and the opportunity to enhance community networks. A strong sense of 
community cooperation and ownership may emerge as a result of local business, resident, and 
community group participation in the planning, implementation and experience of these 
spaces, ultimately resulting in more cohesive neighbourhoods. In addition, through the City’s 
Street Cleaning grants, and in conjunction with the DVBIA, low threshold employment 
opportunities to people with barriers will be expanded within the downtown area specifically 
through the Rediscover Granville Street initiative. Offering sustainable social benefits and 
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employment to people with barriers in turn provides a sense of pride and self-esteem which 
better enables marginalized people to seek, obtain and maintain employment. 
 
 
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

2010 Fall - completed 
 Summer Spaces 2011 Ideas Workshop 
 Summer Spaces Call for Proposals distributed to over 130 organizations 

 
2011 Winter 
 Summer Spaces proposals were submitted January 31st 
 Selection of Summer Spaces proposals immediately upon approval of this report 
 Formation of the Open Streets cross-departmental working group  
 Discussions with Translink & other external stakeholders  

 
2011 Spring 
 Selected Summer Spaces organizations enter into partnership agreements with the City 
 Planning for Granville St. pedestrian corridor and selected Summer Spaces sites  

 
2011 Summer 
 Implementation & monitoring of Granville St. pedestrian corridor, Summer Spaces sites 

 
2011 Fall/Winter 
 Evaluation of 2011 Open Streets initiatives 
 Report back on Open Streets framework, location options and funding model for 2012   

 
 
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 

Open Streets proposed communications program will build on the 2009-2010 pilot program 
success by ensuring increased awareness across multiple audiences including:  area residents, 
businesses and visitors, the media, and key stakeholders (Translink, BIAs, etc.).  Opportunities 
to partner with key stakeholders on communication materials will be explored. The 
communications program success will be quantified through survey and other measurement 
tools. 
 
 The communications plan goals for 2011 will: 

o Create broad awareness and increase participation for this year’s program of public 
space activations; 

  
o Differentiate Open Streets from block parities and one-day special events; 

 
o Identify a new program name that better captures the spirit and intent of the 

program; 
 

o Promote community interaction and sustainable modes of transportation; 
 

o Encourage local shopping opportunities; 
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o Ensure residents, transit users and drivers are aware of road closures and alternate 
routes in advance of activations; 
  

o Increase or maintain support for the program amongst area residents and businesses; 
  

o Increase the satisfaction of community host organizations to ensure their continued 
participation; and, 
 

o Build broad support for possible future expansion of the program  
 
 
CONCLUSION 

Council approval would allow staff to move forward on implementation of 2011 Open Streets 
initiatives and to continue the development of a policy framework to improve the planning 
and implementation of temporary pedestrian-oriented public spaces that require the 
reallocation of road space. 

* * * * * 
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KEY FINDINGS FROM PUBLIC SPACE TRIALS 
 
1.  Summer Spaces - 2009 
The Summer Spaces monitoring and evaluation program revealed that there is an at-large 
community appetite for street experiences of this kind, evidenced by 81% of resident survey 
respondents indicating support for the City continuing to further refine the program, positive 
participant comments, and overall increase in pedestrian and bicycle volumes. The trial 
revealed that there is no single ‘one size fits all’ approach that will assure success when 
implementing the Public Space model. Instead, the evaluation points consistently to three 
linked variables: scale, frequency and on-street activities, adjusted depending on the specific 
neighbourhood and street in which the recurring public space is situated. As part of the 
evaluation, community organizations who hosted the trial locations also stated that an 
increase in the time available for planning is critical for sustaining community involvement in 
this initiative. (RTS 08507) 
 
2.  Pedestrian Corridors – 2010 Winter Olympics  
During The Games, the City successfully optimized and promoted active transportation 
modes; for example, walking and cycling to downtown more than doubled and downtown 
pedestrian corridors carried over 350,000 people on the busiest days of The Games. 
Downtown public spaces, like 800-block Robson, became important gathering places for 
anyone wishing to experience the tremendous energy and enthusiasm generated by street 
activation. A valuable lesson learned through these observations is that opportunities for 
sojourning, defined as spending time in the public realm and linked to the availability of 
interesting and engaging public spaces, are a key part of making walking a more attractive 
option for both residents and visitors.  
 
3.  Rediscover Granville Summer - 2010 
Rediscover Granville explored the feasibility of a temporary seasonal pedestrian corridor 
along Granville Street between Smithe and Dunsmuir Streets during the summer of 2010. The 
pilot tested a range of ‘unprogrammed’ street elements (e.g.: modification of the ground 
plane with turf, temporary public art and movable public seating) along side ‘programmed’ 
street elements (e.g.: busking, weekly dance lessons and cultural festivals). In addition to 
weekly observations by staff and the Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association 
(DVBIA), the City also carried out weekly pedestrian counts and conducted a resident survey, 
a retail impact survey, and a pedestrian intercept survey to gauge the trial’s success. 
 
The monitoring and evaluation program revealed that there is strong community support from 
the Granville area business community, Granville area residents and Rediscover Granville 
participants to have the temporary pedestrian corridor return in 2011. Survey results from 
these three stakeholder groups indicate that, on average, 51% prefer that the initiative return 
every day next summer; while, 33% preferred the initiative return on a weekend-only basis. 
Findings also indicate that the following would significantly enhance the overall quality of the 
pedestrian experience: 

a) Greater cohesion to the suite of unprogrammed elements introduced to 
the street 

b) Improved integration between unprogrammed and programmed street 
elements  
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c) Initial concentration of planning and implementation efforts to the 700-
block of Granville St. with gradual incursions into adjacent blocks over 
time 

 
A delay in the timing of resources to conduct the trial affected the trial’s planning timeline; 
this in turn, limited staff’s ability to take full advantage of programmatic opportunities and to 
fine tune the overall pedestrian experience of the space. To make the improvements listed 
above, a longer planning timeline and a dedicated staff complement are required.   
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPEN STREETS POLICY FRAMEWORK 
 
An Open Streets policy framework would allow the City to maximize the social sustainability, 
active transportation, and economic benefits afforded by these new spaces. Using existing 
Special Events guidelines, structures, and processes as a starting point, the framework would 
consider the following areas:   

1. Community and stakeholder outreach and capacity building (including TransLink);  
2. Improvements in implementation;  
3. Partnership development; and 
4. Guidelines on corporate sponsorship and advertising.  

 
The challenges and opportunities related to planning and implementing temporary public 
spaces that utilize road space are different from the ones related to annual one day street 
festivals or block parties. This has been the experience for both the City and the community 
groups that helped deliver the trials. To date, the City has taken a very active role in realizing 
these temporary public spaces by providing significant levels of in-kind and monetary support 
to the community groups that have partnered on Open Streets initiatives.  
 
Recognizing that it would be challenging for the City to maintain this resourcing approach 
over the long term, staff propose that a more sustainable funding model be developed. This 
has created an interest on the City’s part to explore partnership opportunities with a range of 
community stakeholders, including the corporate sector. Appendix C is one example of a 
partnership that was undertaken specifically for Rediscover Granville. To better understand 
the full range of partnership opportunities available to the City, staff would like to develop an 
Open Streets partnerships strategy. Based on the 2010 Rediscover Granville experience, staff 
have also identified a need for guidelines on corporate sponsorship and advertising specific to 
temporary/seasonal public spaces that use road space.  
 
Trial evaluations indicate a need for a modified approach towards the planning and 
implementation of Open Streets initiatives. In order for these types of spaces to deliver a 
higher quality experience for pedestrians, there need to be significant changes made to how 
the City approaches the planning and implementation of both un-programmed street 
elements (e.g. temporary public seating) and programmed street elements (e.g. free dance 
lessons). For these unique spaces to be more successful, they must be viewed and approached 
less like one day special events and more like longer term public spaces. As a result, some 
community outreach and capacity building with stakeholders is needed, together with a more 
flexible approach towards implementation on the part of both the City and TransLink, 
particularly where Granville Street and Robson Square are concerned. 
 
Measuring Success 
Measuring Open Streets’ success in creating a more vibrant street culture will require the City 
to go beyond typical mode share measures such as pedestrian or screenline counts. To better 
capture the improved social viability of the spaces in question, staff will develop a set of 
metrics to reflect changes in sojourning related activities such as extent and length of stays 
and opportunities for standing, sitting, meeting, and people watching.  
 
Following the completion of all 2011 Open Streets initiatives and monitoring, staff will report 
back on opportunities and associated costs for the 2012 Open Streets program, which may 
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include other downtown initiatives, like temporary closures of Mainland Street and options for 
permanent summer pedestrian openings of Granville Street.
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	In 2012, the Open Streets Program will be reviewed as part of the 2012 Operating Budget process.  To include Robson Square in the 2012 Open Streets program an additional estimated $200,000 would be required.

